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SGS East 2021 Conference Code of Conduct 

The virtual spaces for the SGS East 2021 Conference include the Zoom webinar and 

meeting sessions as well as the Slack group. 

These spaces offer opportunities for community engagement, networking, and resource 

sharing. To ensure these spaces are professional and positive for all attendees, speakers, 

and conference admins, we have a code of conduct all members of the conference must 

follow. We expect cooperation from all members to help ensure a safe environment for 

everybody. 

Respect 

All members of the conference must be treated with respect. This includes respecting their 

identity, including age, gender, sexuality, disability, ethnicity, race, spiritual beliefs, socio-

economic status, and other aspects of their identity.  

While discussion within our spaces are encouraged, personal attacks are not tolerated and 

anyone found violating this code of conduct will be removed.  

Inappropriate Behaviour 

Other inappropriate behaviour includes but is not limited to: Hate speech, harassment of 

any participant, bullying, intimidation, stalking, trolling/disruption, sexual content, 

spamming, excessive swearing, sharing private information about other participants 

without their consent, threats, jokes meant to ridicule others, and any other behaviour that 

does not fit into a professional context. 

Contact 

If you have any questions or concerns, reach out to the conference organizers through the 

#help channel on Slack or emailing Sarah Linders at linderss@providencecare.ca. The 

organizers include: 

 Sarah Linders, Slack admin & Tech lead: @Sarah Linders (Tech Lead) on Slack 

 Sarah Webster, Slack admin & Logistics lead: @Sarah Webster (Tech Lead) on Slack 

 Lisa Brancaccio, Slack admin & Tech team: @Lisa Brancaccio (Tech Team) on Slack 

 Sabeen Ehsan, Slack admin & Tech team: @Sabeen Ehsan (Tech Lead) on Slack 

If reporting a violation of the code of conduct, please include as much information as 

possible including the name of the person and a description or screenshot of what 

happened. 
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